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Overview How Would You Like To Work 5 - 10 'Short Sale' Foreclosure Deals A Month With Hundreds Of

Leads And Minimal Effort? Description File Size (Zipped):	88,835Kb eBook Format:	Adobe PDF Video

Format:	Flash (.SWF) System Requirements:	Almost Any Web Browser Number Videos:	5 Video

Length:	10 Minutes Salespage:	Included (see above screenshot) Download Page:	Included (see above

screenshot) Extra Pages:	None Included Graphics:	JPG Cover Graphics:	Included - JPG Salespage

Header:	Included - JPG Salespage Footer:	Included - JPG Salespage Background:	Included - JPG

Miscellaneous Graphics:	Standard Extras:	Tiger Real Estate Software Released/Circulated:	2008

Suggested Retail Price:	$49.00 USD Product Summary: Foreclosure Leads - Maintain a database of

leads that you can filter or sort in many ways. Keep track of seller contact information, unlimited amount

of properties per seller, and unlimited amount of liens per property. Estimating repairs can be as easy as

checking a box. You can set up different repair estimates for different areas. You can setup unlimited

amount of offer templates. Once your offer templates are set up you can run through different offers in

seconds. Make offers over the phone fast. Keep a history of offers generated for each property. By

knowing the history of offers you will be able to see a pattern allowing you to make that deal happen.

Import comparables directly into the property. Once the comparable sales are imported, the FMV is

calculated automatically for you. Create as many notes on the properties and sellers as you want. You

will always remember important facts or conversations you had with the sellers. Refresh your memory

easily before you call that seller. Find buyers for a property with a couple of clicks. You will be able to see

what buyers you have while you're talking with the seller. Use our scripts when talking to sellers. Simply

follow our built in scripts and click save when you're done. You will never have to worry about what to say

to a seller again. Find Seller's phone numbers, reverse lookups or property maps with two clicks of the

mouse. Set reminders up for your sellers. You will never miss a follow up call, paperwork signing or any

other type of seller activity with our reminder system. Printing letter for you sellers is a two click process.

Select the sellers you want to print letters to, select the letter template and your letters will be merged with

the seller information waiting to be printed off and sent out. Mailing Campaigns can make your letters

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=57718934


even easier. Select the sellers then select the campaign you want to schedule them for and all letters will

be scheduled for you automatically. You will never miss sending out letters again. Foreclosure Profit

System For Investors Tiger Real Estate Software System Tiger Foreclosures creates a system to allow

you to work hundreds to thousands of foreclosure leads - all at one time. Track multiple 'short sale'

packages while you continue to work other foreclosure leads. Let this software system take the place of

the need for additional assistance or added employees. This nifty desktop software stores all the data on

your own personal computer for easy access. For Windows users only at this time, sorry Macs. Tags: mr
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